
Beamtime Meeting - 5 November at 10 am PSF floor 3  

Participants: Martin Moche, Madhuranayaki Thulasingam, Tobias Karlberg, Tom Reichenbach, Monica Mittal, Robert 
Schnell, Martin Högbom, Geoffrey, Pål Stenmark, Joseph Brock, Tatyana Sandalova 

 

§1. Welcome to Martin Högbom and Pål Stenmark from Stockholm University! 

Martin and Pål are two members of BioStructX-7705 now entering the Diamond BAG 

Both Martin and Pål visit the meeting bringing Geoffrey being the future SU contact person for Diamond BAG meetings.  
Julia Griese likely continues as SU contact person for BioStructX-7705 reporting all SU beamtime visits to Martin Moche 
that check so our collective sum of BioStructX-7705 shifts are not exceeding  120 MX shifts per year. 

 

§2. Review Diamond beamtime procedures – discuss A-E below 

Today the majority of Diamond beamtime events are run remotely from PSF floor 3. Each remote event can have many 
remote experimentalists and Diamond refund dewar shipping via BioStructX-7705 for remote events.  For on-site visits 
Diamond refund three experimentalists or maximum four if there are special circumstances. 

Now with new Diamond BAG members we need to review the Diamond procedures A) to E) below 

 

A) Assigning experimentalists to remote and on-site visits 

If a visit is going to be remote or on-site have hitherto been decided at beamtime meetings 

Experimentalists have been assigned at beamtime meetings. Importantly experimentalists decide if there is any time for 
additional projects than their own. 

Geoffrey will bring two SU colleagues for Diamond i03 on-site visit for Nov 29.  The final 8 hours of the Nov 29 beamtime 
will be run remotely from PSF – see Table 1 below.  Geoffrey and colleagues needs to register at Diamond  

http://www.diamond.ac.uk/Users/UserGuide/Before-you-Arrive/Registration-Process.html 

and share the names of his SU colleagues with Martin Moche for assigning experimentalists.   

Timewise sharing between SU (8 hours) and KI (16 hours) both running remote from two different locations is perhaps 
the future and we return to this question at future beamtime meetings. 

 

B) Report protein targets for safety application 

All protein targets must be shared with Martin Moche for safety application submission. 

Martin will send out lists of samples registered at Diamond and research groups are expected to complete the lists for 
Diamond safety application 

 

C) Claim reimbursement  

Experimentalists claim reimbursement using their individual BioStructX-7705 projects 

http://psf.ki.se/Xray/Diamond_claiming.html 

http://psf.ki.se/Xray/BioStructX_claiming_guide.html 

BioStruct-X support must be acknowledged by the following statement: "The research leading to these results has 
received funding from the European Community's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under BioStruct-X 
(grant agreement N°283570)." 

 

http://www.diamond.ac.uk/Users/UserGuide/Before-you-Arrive/Registration-Process.html
http://psf.ki.se/Xray/Diamond_claiming.html
http://psf.ki.se/Xray/BioStructX_claiming_guide.html


D) Projects/proteins outside BioStructX-7705 

§D1 No money can be claimed on projects/proteins outside BioStructX-7705 

§D2 Projects/proteins outside BioStructX-7705 may go to Diamond as test project after safety application submission 
and meanwhile we are applying to add them into Diamond/BioStructX-7705 BAGs as soon as possible, however again 
please note §D1 above 

 

E) Produce BioStructX-7705 beamtime event report 

Each Diamond visit must result in a BioStructX report where experimentalists add “Project Achievements for this visit” 
and return to me – ok? 

 

§2. Assign remote/onsite experimentalists for upcoming beamtime events 

     

Starts 

 Location Beam Date Experimentalists Time Local time SWE time remote/onsite 

DIAMOND i03 2015-11-29 

16h Geoffrey/2 more 

8h Rosaria/Bernhard 24 10:00 11:00 onsite/remote 

DIAMOND i04 2015-12-15 24h Tobias/Jodie/Monica/Rosaria; Leftover to SU 24 10:00 11:00 remote 

DIAMOND i03 2016-01-18 7h Madhu/Rosaria 7 10:00 11:00 remote 

DIAMOND i04-1 2016-01-25 

16h Madhu/Joseph/Rosaria/Monica 

8h Geoffrey/and more? 24 10:00 11:00 remote 

BESSY BL14-1 2016-02-04 Tanja to check with SciLifeLab colleagues 24 09:00 09:00 onsite 

Table 1. Beamtime sharing and experimentalists from SU and KI 

 

Later beamtime events at http://ki.se/en/protein-crystallography-platform under “Beamtime schedule and refunding” 

 

§3. BESSY scheduling info 

I added several Bessy BL14-1 beamtime events when Diamond is shutdown for maintenance from 9 March to 2 April – 
see “2016 Operations Calendar” at http://www.diamond.ac.uk/Home.html 

If you need BESSY beamtime outside the online schedule (http://ki.se/en/protein-crystallography-platform ) please find 
a colleague and approach me for scheduling.  BESSY only refund two experimentalists and do not even accept a single 
experimentalist for safety reasons.  

All BESSY experimentalists need to have a personal radiation passport. To get a radiation passport you need to take a 
lecture about open radioactive sources (öppna strålkällor) given by Karolinska Institutet at any of the occasions listed 
here: http://www.karolinska.se/for-vardgivare/kliniker-och-enheter-a-o/kliniker-och-enheter-a-
o/sjukhusfysik1/stralsakerhetsutbildning/nuklearmedicin-oppna-stralkallor/ and let me know you have done this.  I will 
then apply for your radiation passport at Swedish Radiation Safety Authority. 

Pål Stenmark, member of the Bessy review committee, remarked that radiation passports are not needed when visiting 
Bessy less than 7 days per year. Martin replied that getting the passports is easy anyway thereby avoiding other 
administrative issues and explained how the measured values are reported to Swedish Radiation Authority – see 
Appendix 1 

BL14-2 is designed to be better than BL14-1 and might contain a sample changer robot for both unipucks and ESRF-
pucks.  

 

 

http://ki.se/en/protein-crystallography-platform
http://www.diamond.ac.uk/Home.html
http://ki.se/en/protein-crystallography-platform
http://www.karolinska.se/for-vardgivare/kliniker-och-enheter-a-o/kliniker-och-enheter-a-o/sjukhusfysik1/stralsakerhetsutbildning/nuklearmedicin-oppna-stralkallor/
http://www.karolinska.se/for-vardgivare/kliniker-och-enheter-a-o/kliniker-och-enheter-a-o/sjukhusfysik1/stralsakerhetsutbildning/nuklearmedicin-oppna-stralkallor/


 

§4 Other issues to be discussed – please suggest! 

Next beamtime meeting occurs early February 2016 

PSF Xray funding issue: 

The protein crystallography part of PSF is not funded by SciLifeLab and therefore we have increased our prices several 
times (http://ki.se/sites/default/files/psf_xray_newsletter_4.pdf) 

Martin Moche participated in two applications for running MX software at National Supercomputer Centre send to 
Swedish Network of Infrastructure Computing (SNIC) and the Lund synchrotron MaxIV. MaxIV decided to grant the 
application, however only supporting people working at NSC i.e. that did not solve the PSF protein crystallography 
funding issue.  The pilot study in support of small research groups using supercomputer for MX calculations is still 
available for Swedish structural biologists (http://ki.se/en/mbb/get-started-at-national-supercomputer-centre-nsc ) 

 

Funding for protein crystallography at PSF might be collected from  

A) Users of the protein crystallography facility by 

- charging beamtime (Bessy/Diamond) and funding (BioStructX) BAG coordination in benefit of 17 PIs and encompassing 
five applications and around 40 small reports per year. 

- develop joint problem solving sessions and perhaps short courses to educate students/postdocs how to use MX 
software, in particular at the supercomputer. 

B) Funding agencies and institutes 

- We are applying to SciLifeLab in support of protein crystallography part of PSF and the majority of the PSF 
acknowledgements (Thanks everybody!) are given for use of the protein crystallography setup 
(https://kiedit.ki.se/en/mbb/publications-related-to-protein-science-facility). 

- Write applications with established PIs (PI with on-going research project) that are interested in protein crystallography 
and need MX expertise to support their research.  Grant should cover (part of) my salary and a second postdoc/student 
with the established PI as main supervisor and myself as assistant supervisor.  A role-model of this setup, Madhanagopal 

Anandapadamanaban, defend his thesis on 4 Dec 2015 (http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:liu:diva-122468). 

http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:liu:diva-122468


Appendix 1 What happen with measured radiation doses at BESSY 

 

From: Olschimke, Melanie <melanie.olschimke@helmholtz-berlin.de> 

Sent: den 14 augusti 2014 08:46 

To: Martin Moche; dosimetrie 

Cc: Hellfors, Annette (Annette.Hellfors@ssm.se); pia.eriksson@ssm.se 

Subject: AW: Reporting radiation doses to Swedish radiation safety authority 

 

Dear Martin, 

  

we send 1000 dosimeters/ month to our authorities for evaluation. Less than 10 values /year are above  

the natural background.  

Therefore we do inform only people whose month value is non-zero. But this is done immediately and  

we contact  these people to clear the circumstances of the dose. Additionally we contact the health  

physics people of the home institute of these persons to inform them about the dose value and the  

circumstances.  

  

If you have not been contacted by us last year you can be sure that the annual dose in 2014 for is zero. 

  

Best regards 

  

Melanie Olschimke 

Radiation protection HZB 

  

  

Von: Martin Moche [mailto:Martin.Moche@ki.se]   

Gesendet: Mittwoch, 13. August 2014 17:23  

An: dosimetrie  

Cc: Hellfors, Annette (Annette.Hellfors@ssm.se); pia.eriksson@ssm.se  

Betreff: Reporting radiation doses to Swedish radiation safety authority 

  

Dear Bessy radiation safety department, 

  

Since 2012 we (Karolinska Institutet) are sending experimentalists with Swedish radiation passports to  

BESSY as previously agreed (RPDC_BESSY-Karolinska.pdf) 

  

The Swedish radiation passports has been authorized by Swedish radiation safety authority, called SSM: 

http://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/In-English/About-the-Swedish-Radiation-Safety-Authority1/ 

  

SSM would be interested in getting the radiation doses for our experimentalists reported back to them. 

  

To simplify matters, I CC: this email to two SSM representatives and maybe you can contact them  

directly (and CC: me). 

  

An example of a Swedish radiation passport for myself is attached. 

  

Best regards, 

Martin 

  

Martin Moche, Ph.D. 

Head of Protein Crystallography 

Karolinska Institutet 

MBB/PSF… 


